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Abstract
Linking theory with application is an aspect which I think is highly inter-
esting. Many theories are around today, and being able to put them in to
practice - for whatever practice as they might be put into, is an opportunity
of innovative new discoveries.
In this project it has been the aim to make an analysis of such an event, of
a theory that have found its way into practice. It is the theory of iterated
function systems (an area of Fractal Geometry). And the application which
it has been a part of, is image compression.
By making clear, the specifiks of the theory, it will be possible to notice
its historical developments and identify an evt. Eureka-moment. However,
making the specifics clear proved a more difficult task than expected, there-
for the discussion is pretty weak.
This document was prepared using TEXShop for Mac (a TeTEXdistribution) and following special packages
were used: timeline.sty - with modifications to produce timeline figures; amssymb.sty - for added support for
mathematical symbols; lettrine.sty - for making Initials as used in the Problem formulation; wrapfig.sty - for
wrapping text around small figures; dsfont.sty - for making C; csquotes.sty - for making quotation marks “like
this”. The figures used for illustrating Theorems were produced with the software programme LATEXDraw. The
map of academic connections (see pg. 20) was created using the software programme IHMC CmapTools
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It has always been in the behaviour of human kind to make theories of the
world we experience. We might experience a beautiful sunset or maybe just
flowing water, and it makes us think: “Where do colours come from?” or
“Where does the water come from?”. We induce ourselves with a need to
know and start to device experiments - primitive at first, but progressing as
our level of experience broadens and continuing until we are content with an
answer. In this whole procedure we are dissecting layers of the thing, noticing
interrelationship and organising our knowledge of it. We are constructing
a theory based on our experience. When our theory is complete, when we
have nothing more to add to explain the experience, what we then observe is
that the theory is more universal than just that single experience, and that
we can use the theory to make guesses on things that we haven’t directly
experienced.
This also holds for Mathematics, although herein the basic rules (the driving
principles of the theory) are of a much more simplistic character, it makes
the possibilities of application much more widespread - for instance consider
the statement 2 + 2 = 4. Not knowing how it was derived, we know that it
holds in any case where an amount of entities are available, and given the
rules of addition we can explicitly deduce that 2 = 4− 2 also holds without
experiencing it in any form.
In order to link theory with application, a clear idea of the two terms is the
initial necessity:
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Theory Application
“a set of principles on which an activity
is based: a theory of education. (Mathe-
matics) a collection of propositions illus-
trating the principles of a subject.”
“The action of putting something into
operation: the application of general
rules to particular cases.”
Table 1.1: Definitions of Theory and Application [EngDict@Oxford]
1.1 Description of the problem
The theory of Iterated Function Systems is a theory within the area of
Fractal Geometry. Fractal Geometry is a mathematical theory concerning
objects which, in mathematical sense, show infinite similarity across differ-
ent scaling. This means that no matter how much you zoom in on a given
area of an object, it will present you with a shape which is similar to a part
of the whole or the whole itself at a larger scale. The first real investigation
into the subject of fractals (taking into consideration that the term fractal
was not invented before 1975 by Mandelbrot) was conducted in the begin-
ning of the twentieth century by characters such as Gaston Julia and Pierre
Fatou [Julia@Wiki and Fatou@Wiki]. At that time, what had enabled them
to do this investigation, was the newly created mathematical fields of Set
Theory by Georg Cantor and Topology by Henri Poincare´ (both of which
were discovered during the late 19th century). Gaston Julia and Pierre Fa-
tou worked independently of each other on producing formulas for making
iterated (self similar) sets. Sets which later would be proven by computer
simulations to be fractal structures. During these early years of the foun-
dation of Fractals, fractals were confined to mathematics alone it was a
mathematical phenomena. And even though several of the scholars involved
in these early steps, also had academic degrees into other fields, fractals
were still too vague of a subject to be applied to anything outside mathe-
matics. Some conservative contemporary mathematicians even proclaimed
that functions with that kind of properties (i.e. continuity without differen-
tiability) were a malfunction of mathematics and should not be investigated
at all because of its potential risks of obfuscating any such student.
Perhaps it has been as a result of the complexity of this branch of math-
ematics, that it has not found more fields of application. Or maybe it is
a common feature of all new theories, not having created a solid or wide
enough foundation for themselves, they are not yet ready to find areas of
application.
In recent years the subject of fractals have been applied to a number of
different fields of application to ”test” its usefulness. One of these fields of
application is the field of Digital Image Compression. By drawing on the
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branch of fractal geometry called Iterated Function Systems (IFS) conceived
in 1981 by John Hutchinson [IFS@Wiki], it is possible to compress and
decompress digital images. The idea is simply that any natural element (in
the 2-dimensional plane) can be described as the attractor(the final product)
of an infinite iteration on some initial set, thereby if we can find the basic
fractal elements of a picture, then we can compress the picture by regarding
it as a function of its fractal elements, and then decompress it by making
an iteration of that basic element. Finding the fractal elements of a picture
is known as the inverse problem.
The problem area of this project is to investigate the convergence between
something as ”abstract” as the mathematical foundation of Fractal geome-
try, and a specific field of application.
1.2 Problem formulation
How did the theory of Iterated Function Systems (IFS) find its way tothe application of digital image compression?
In order for us to answer this question, there are some things we need to
clarify:
• What are Iterated Function Systems?
• How did this theory emerge?
• What historical events or special circumstances have allowed for Iter-
ated Function Systems to be set in connection with Image Compres-
sion?
• How is the use of IFS image compression compared to existing meth-
ods?
1.3 Methodology
The direction of the project is to track the line of development within the
mathematic area which resulted in the application of math in Fractal Image
compression. This should enable us to get an idea of the simultaneous devel-
opments within the pure mathematics of fractals along with its application.
To make such a map we will use three publications to serve as the ”guid-
ing line” in our investigation: Benoit Mandelbrot’s Fractals: Form, Chance
and dimension from 1977 (a translation of his former Les objets fractals:
forme, hasard et dimension, 1975 ), John Hutchinson’s Fractals and self
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similarity from 1981 and then Michael Barnsley’s Fractals Everywhere from
1986.
The development is not a straight line as the abovementioned three publica-
tions could indicate. Many smaller works by various researchers have been
published along the way, some of them have been influential to the field
while others have not, and the method which I will use to test if a publi-
cation have been influential or not is by registering the amount of times it
has been cited. First concern is then to find articles of this sort and for this
I will use the article databases provided by RUb. Going through their list
I find many databases that sound relevant and could be able to provide me
with the knowledge I need, however, after some preliminary searches some
of these revealed themselves to be just bogus and not useful for me in this
work. I will here list a few of those that I have included and the ones that
I have excluded. Preliminary requirements to the database of choice is that
it should have wide citation coverage and able to redirect me to the specific
articles.
I find that EBSChost is useless for me as it doesn’t provide access to math-
ematics or computer science. Elsevier ScienceDirect provides content to
some mathematical and computer science periodicals, but a test search on
Fractals and Self similarity by Hutchinson gives 0 hits and since this is a cru-
cial article for my work, I chose to deselect this database as well. Doing the
same search on Scopus, abstract and citation directory, doesn’t provide the
right result either, but in exchange it has better contemporary monitoring
of articles so it might be useful anyway.
Trying the search on Google Scholarbeta did provide me with an entry to
the Hutchinson article, and it even provided access to the paper without
subscription. Comparing it with the result I got from ISI Web of Knowl-
edge, Google Scholar gives 834 citation hits, while ISI Web of Knowledge
gives 675 hits. However, since Google Scholar is in beta1, and is not a sci-
entifically reviewed database, I chose to ignore Google Scholar for this work
and go with ISI Web of Knowledge instead.
1.3.1 Errors and uncertainties
The errors and uncertainties that might be within this project, must stem
from the step of information gathering. As was mentioned above, some
databases only provide partial coverage of their articles. Getting a correct
indication of how many times an article has been cited can therefor pose a
problem as I partly rely on the figures to estimate if a given publication is
to be considered influential or not.
1non-stable testmode by programmers
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1.3.2 Notes on fractal etymology
In Mandelbrot’s Fractals: Form, chance and dimension, he denotes a ”frac-
tal set” as a set for which the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension is strictly
greater than its topological dimension. [Mandelbrot1977, pg 294]. While
he admits that this is a somewhat arbitrary definition, he sees it as the
best definition at that time. Partly to this fact and the fact that ”fractals”
had gained unquestionable respect in the fields of the Sciences at that time,
Shenker wrote: “While each of the various kinds of fractals is mathemat-
ically well defined, there is not yet a generally accepted definition of the
general concept of a fractal.” [Shenker1994, pg 970] She follows her argu-
mentation by pointing that in publications in general there is a tendency
to use words such as fractal images to denote images of natural objects.
In a strict sense however, using the one basic definition of fractals that she
can find – that fractals are objects of infinitely complexity. We clearly see
that it is false to classify any finite object as a fractal, be it ferns or trees
or diffusion limited aggregation. We also see that it is only in an abstract
non-physical space that is able to contain fractals.
On page 980, Shenker [Shenker1994] even goes as far as to say that Fractal
geometry is not a threory at all, because it doesn’t fulfil the three basic
principles of scientific methodology:
First principle is the need to have an approximate empirical agreement
between theory and reality. In fractal geometry it is possible to pro-
duce a figure which resembles a fern, but for there to be empirical
agreement, a magnification of the fractal should resemble the magni-
fication of the fern - which is not the case.
Second principle is the need for a new scientific theory to be consistent
with other scientific theories. The very concept of fractal objects as
being infinitely complex, is contradicting the most basic postulate of
modern science “all things are made of atoms”[Feynman1963, pp. 1-2]
Third principle is the concerning the difference between a system and
its approximation. If a system and its approximation are so qualita-
tively different that they seem to be governed by different scientific
paradigms, the paradigm relating to the real system is to be preferred
over the approximation.
With our knowledge at present [Shenker1994, pg 980] argues that fractals
cannot be said to hold any real scientific meaning. For this to happen, a
radical new physical theory have to be created. One that is not based on
the atomistic paradigm.
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1.4 Overview of the chapters in this report
The report which is now being presented, Linking theory with application -
Using Iterated Function Systems as a case is created within the framework
of a third semester project where the overall theme is reflections on or within
the field of the natural sciences.
The intention of this first chapter, ’Introduction’, was to create a background
on what the key concepts in this report are about and to present a method
of how to solve the problem.
Second chapter, ’The Theory’, is where theory on the field of Fractal Geom-
etry is presented, with emphasis on the area of Iterated Function Systems.
It is not a complete introduction to the area, but by drawing out some of
the important theorems with relation to image compression it will serve to
describe the mathematical backbone that has come to use in The Applica-
tion.
Third chapter, ’The Link’, will try to draw the map of connections that are
assumed to have been the progression towards fractal image compression.
Other references used in this project will also appear from the map.
Third chapter, ’The Application’, will explain the specific uses of fractals
for image compression, and give an overview of the use and history of other
compression methods.
And in the last chapter, ’Summing up’, we will try to sum up what can be
extracted from the project and answer the problem formulation.
Chapter 2
The Theory
2.1 Historical development
Billede af en fraktal struk-
tur [Fractal@Yale]
Fractal geometry is one of many developing branches of
mathematics. To make a representation of its histor-
ical dependencies and placement among all the other
branches of mathematics, we could say that fractal
geometry, as the method of representing chaotic sys-
tems(deterministic or stochastic) in a geometrical form,
is first of all build on Topology which was founded in late
19th century, partly by Henri Poincare´ who developed
Algebraic Topology. Topology is the study of places of
points. We say that the theory of Topology was partly a
precondition to the theory of Fractals. The precondition
of topology is the theory of Sets (founded by Giuseppe
Peano and Georg Cantor in the middle to late 19th century) - i.e. being
able to say that something has boundaries and neighbourhoods.
A precondition to the theory of sets, is the understanding of co-ordinate
systems, created in 1637 by Rene Descartes.
This enabled scholars to view any item as a point in a co-ordinate system
with distinct co-ordinate values – a necessity for Analytic Geometry. Finally,
the most basic precondition of all these subsequent fields, is the theory of
Euclidean Geometry, founded in 300 BCE and is actually a collection of
combined efforts of the ancient Greeks in their work with this topic.
So, put in a timeline you could say that in the beginning it started with Eu-
clidean Geometry (300 BCE) [Euclid@StAndrews], then came an expansion
into analytic Geometry with Descartes’ coordinate systems (in 1637). Then
further expansion was made in the fields of Set Theory(middle to late 19th
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century) occurring almost simultaneously with Topology (late 19th century),
and as of 1975 progress is now being made into Fractal Geometry.
Mathematical preconditions of Fractal Geometry
Euclid founds Euclidean Geometry 300 BCE •
Descartes perceives the Coordinate system 1637 •
Peano and Cantor founds Set Theory 1874-84 • • 1895 Poincare´ helps in founding Topology
Julia and Fatou explores iterative functions 1917 • • 1918 Hausdorff founds theory of fractional dimension
Mandelbrot founds Fractal Geometry 1975 •
2.2 Fractal Geometry
Fractals are recognized as geometrical objects of some dimension, and known
to be produced from given mathematical equations. They are characteristic
in their overall roughness, unlike anything from the Euclidean Geometry
they have the property of showing complexity at various scales. Zooming
in on a set reveals infinite new structures. Some of these structures might
be self-similar, in a strict or stochastic(random) sense, meaning that either
all parts of the set are similar to the set itself, or (which is more common),
specific areas of a set express similarity to the hole. For the latter part it
can also be typical that the similar structure is distorted or in other ways
deformed slightly from the hole set. In such case we say that the set con-
tains self-affine parts. Two last characteristics of fractal structures is that
their Hausdorff -dimension can have values between thenon-integer dimen-
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sions, and usually fractals are described in ways of quite simple recursive
equations.
Mathematically, fractals are confined to the complete Hausdorff metric space
(K(X), h) [Barnsley1988, pg 35]
Definition of fractal dimension [Barnsley1988, pg 174]
Definition 2.2.1 (Fractal dimension). Let A ∈ K(X) where (X, d) is a
complete metric space. For each  > 0 let N(A, ) denote the smalles number
of closed balls of radius  > 0 needed to cover A. If
D = lim
→0
(
lnN(A, )
ln 1/
)
(2.1)
exists, then D is called the fractal dimension of A. We will also use the
notation D = D(A), and will say “A has fractal dimension D.”
In the act of generating fractals, three main procedures can be listed [Frac-
tal@Wiki]:
Escape-time fractals Defined by a recurrence relation at each point in a
space or plane (such as the complex plane). We say that the escape
criterion is given when an iteration step zj(zj−1) ≥ 2, because this
would imply that the point is at least 2 away from the origin, and
by the definition of the fractal xn+1 = f (xn) = x2n + c x, c ∈
C we see that any further iteration would be diverging to infinity.
The Mandelbrot set is an example of this. For escape-time fractals,
the similarity they exhibit across scales is rarely exact self-similarity,
mostly they are only quasi self-similar meaning that a certain selection
of the set is similar to the whole set, but in a distorted way where the
ratio of the different sides or angles isn’t exactly similar to that of the
whole set.
Random fractals This is a class of fractals generated by stochastic be-
haviour and therefor, their outcome can never be precisely determined
in advance. That is the case with Brownian motion where small par-
ticles are dispersed into a fluid, will do random walks . Each particle,
still governed by the laws of physics, will move around in a completely
random way, but the laws that describes that it will do so, cannot
themselves give a predictive evaluation of what they will do next.
Most of the naturally occurring fractal patterns, can be ascribed as
Random fractals.
Iterated function systems As the name suggests, this type of fractals
are produced by iterations on systems of functions where each function
makes a distinct transformation of some input variable, to some output
value. To explain it in another way you could say that each step (i.e.
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iteration) in the process is governed by a rule set down by the system of
functions. This type of fractals, as a contrast to Random fractals, have
a deterministic nature. All the transformations within them are by
necessity contractive. If they were not contractive then every further
iteration would amount to a value that is bigger than the original
and the function would diverge to infinity. Iterative function systems
(IFS), can be further divisioned into ”pure” IFS, IFS with probabilities
(IFSS), Recurrent iterated function systems (RIFS) and Partitioned
iterated function systems (PIFS). The difference between the two first
is that at an iteration procedure in a ”pure” IFS system, you would
be required to go through all the mappings before proceeding to next
step, in an IFS with probabilities the applied mapping is selected by
random, one at a time. In relation to similarity, this means that a
”pure” IFS will become an exact self-similar set on all scales, whereas
the IFS expressing stochastic behaviour will at most become a quasi
self-similar set, or a self-affine set.
2.2.1 Random Fractals of Nature
Figure 2.1: Fractal forgerie of a
coast [MojoWorld.org]
In this section I will give a description on some
of the Random Fractals that produce struc-
tures (or as Mandelbrot calls it: “fractal forg-
eries” [LapidusPart2, page 534]) very similar to
phenomena found in nature. This is to justify
a later feeling that “Since fractal geometry can
produce natural-looking structures, real natu-
ral structures must also be translatable into
equations of fractal geometry.” A precondition
for us to even begin thinking of image compres-
sion.
Lets start with one of the simplest examples of random fractals, Brownian
motion. To give some historical facts I can say that it was first described
by Scottish botanist Robert Brown in 1827, as a study of the movement
of pollen in a liquid. He found that the small pollen particles would move
around in a very erratic way [Schroeder, page 140], and was not able to
explain it.
Figure 2.2: Brownian mo-
tion in 2D [Fractals@Yale]
In a mathematical sense, Brownian motion is a phenom-
ena of Random walks where the size of each step, , is
infinitely small. It can be represented in 2 dimensions as
a form of cluster (where Mandelbrot later would show
that the dimension of the periphery of such a cluster
would be the same as the dimension of the coastline of
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an island [Brown@Yale]). Brownian motion can be defined mathematically
as a differential equation:
dSt = µStdt+ σStdWt
Here St is the stochastic process (the act of moving randomly), µ is the
percentage of drift, σ is the percentage of volatility and Wt is known as the
Wiener process [GeoBM@Wiki]. µ and σ are constants that can have values
between [0;1], and induces the probability to the function.
Brownian motion can also be represented in 1 dimension (time), and in such
case, the graph would resemble that of the curve for a Stock market.
Nature and Multifractals. Following the mathematical foundation made
by Brownian motion, we will hastily expand upon this fractal in two ways:
1) We introduce ”memory” to the functions - this enables our otherwise
stochastic behaviour to behave conditionally based on its previous value
[FBMotion@Yale]. 2) We introduce the possibility of applying different func-
tional transformations at random - making it possible for a fractal function to
have an initial Brownian-like appearance to change into a Koch’s Snowflake
appearance (i.e. the fractal dimension can change from time to time mak-
ing the fractal span across a spectrum of dimensions ≈ ”a multifractal”)
[LapidusPart2, page 535].
2.3 Iterated Function Systems, IFS
Figure 2.3: Picture of
a Sierpinski triangle [Barns-
ley1988, p.89]
The general form of an Iterated Function System in the
plane, R2, is:
W (x) = wi
[
x1
x2
]
=
[
ai bi
ci di
] [
x1
x2
]
+
[
ei
fi
]
= Aix+ ti
The form of an IFS that produces the Sierpinski triangle
is: [Barnsley1988, pg 86]
wi
[
x1
x2
]
=
[
0, 5 0
0 0, 5
] [
x1
x2
]
+
[
1
1
]
wi
[
x1
x2
]
=
[
0, 5 0
0 0, 5
] [
x1
x2
]
+
[
1
50
]
wi
[
x1
x2
]
=
[
0, 5 0
0 0, 5
] [
x1
x2
]
+
[
50
50
]
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Definitions and Theorems
Definition 2.3.1 (Complete Metric Spaces). A metric space, (X, d) is a
set X on which a real-valued distance function d : X × X → R is defined,
with the following properties:
1. d(a, b) ≥ 0 for all a, b ∈ X
2. d(a, b) = 0 if and only if a = b, for all a, b ∈ X
3. d(a, b) = d(b, a) for all a, b ∈ X
4. d(a, c) ≤ d(a, b) + d(b, c) for all a, b, c ∈ X (triangle inequality)
Such a function d is called a metric. [Fisher(ed)1994, p.30]
This means that a metric space is a combination of two elements: a set of
points, X ∈ Rn, and a distance between two points in the set, d(a, b).
Definition 2.3.2 (The space of compact subsets). Let (X, d) be a complete
metric space. Then K(X) denotes the space with points belonging to the
non-empty compact subsets of X [Sørensen2002, p.18].
Definition 2.3.3 (Distance between point and set). Let (X, d) be a complete
metric space where x ∈ X and B ∈ K(X). The distance between the point
and the subset is defined by
d(x,B) = min{d(x, y) : y ∈ B}
This is illustrated in figure 2.4.
Definition 2.3.4 (Distance between sets). Let (X, d) be a complete metric
space where A,B ∈ K(X). The distance between the two subsets is defined
by
d(A,B) = max{d(x,B) : x ∈ A}
Here the metric is not symmetric as shown in the figure (2.4), d(A,B) 6=
d(B,A) [Sørensen2002].
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the distance between a point x and a subset B,
and the subsets A to B or B to A. [Sørensen2002, p.18]
To overcome the problem of the previous metric (Definition 2.3.3), we will
then introduce the Hausdorff metric [Sørensen2002, p.19]:
Definition 2.3.5 (Hausdorff metric). Let (X, d) be a complete metric space.
Let A and B be two points in K(X). The Hausdorff metric on K(X) is then
defined by
h(A,B) = max(d(A,B), d(B,A)) (2.2)
The Hausdorff-metric definition enables us to review whether or not, our IFS
converges or not by calculating the distance between to points in each map-
ping. Now we will give a few more definitions that will ensure contractivity
of our mappings, W (S) = ∪ni=1wi(S) [Fisher(ed)1994, p.34].
Definition 2.3.6 (The Contraction Mapping Theorem). A transformation
W : X → X on a metric space (X, d) is called contractive or a contraction
mapping if there is a constant 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 such that
d(W (x),W (y)) ≤ s · d(x, y) ∀x, y ∈ X (2.3)
Any such number s is called a contractivity factor for f .
This definition from [Barnsley1988, pg 75] specifies the properties of the
number s for which contractivity of our mapping is ensured. We will now
use hastily expand this definition to show that it will imply the existence of
a fixed point that can be defined in the following.
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Definition 2.3.7 (The Contractive Mapping Fixed-Point Theorem). Let X
be a complete metric space and W : X → X|W = ∪ni=1wi be a contractive
mapping. Then there exists a unique point xf ∈ X such that for any point
x ∈ X
xf = W (xf ) =
n⋃
i=1
wi(xf ) = lim
n→∞W
◦n(x) (2.4)
The point xf is then called a fixed point or the attractor of the mapping W .
This definition implies that any mapping we chose (and with any initial
point x) should be ultimately contractive and converging to the fixed point
xf (which in the case of images signifies the final image).
Iterated Function Systems describes a set of functions which are contractive
and operates on a set, (in a space Rn) to produce another set in the same
space or a space of lower dimension [Fisher(ed)1994, p.6]. The general form
is:
W (·) =
n⋃
i=1
wi(·) (2.5)
where (·) refers to the parameter of the space Rn. wi refers to each of the
individual contractive transformations {wi : Rn → Rn|i = 1, ..., n} Graphi-
cally this can be viewed as shown in the figure below:
Figure 2.5: Graphical representation of how IFS works. From left to right is
the initial image and the progress of iterations up to three. [Fisher(ed)1994,
p.4]
An iterated function system is, as we see from the graphical representa-
tion, not applied to the entire plane, Rn, but just to the set of points that
constitutes the image.
Chapter 3
The Link
To start of making The Link I will present short summaries of the three
guiding publications.
3.1 Selected works
Mandelbrot: Fractals: Form, Chance and Dimension, 1977
This is the book, translated from Mandelbrot’s original book Les objets frac-
tale: forme, hasard et dimension dated 1975. Mandelbrot’s writing in this
book is very much an essayists approach of writing, the first 26 pages of
Introduction are friendly-paced, pedagogic progression where he mixes ex-
planations of fractal notions with structural guidance to how to read the
book. Using Mandelbrots own words, this book is not a textbook in math-
ematics, but a scientific essay in the sense that it is “a composition dealing
with a subject from a personal point of view and without attempting to
completeness”[Mandelbrot1977, pg 2]. Throughout his book he presents the
reader with different old ”evils” of mathematics, and shows how they can
be explained by fractal geometry,
The word fractals, he got from latin which means irregular or fragmented
[Mandelbrot1977, pg 4].
Hutchinson: Fractals and Self-Similarity, 1981
A publication which deals with pure mathematics. In this he proves that
fractals have set which are self-similar.
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Barnsley: Fractals Everywhere, 1988
This book beeing the final of the selections, marks the start of what was to be
fractal image compression. Its contents are in the hard side of mathematics,
it is build of definitons, proofs, lemmas, examples and exercises. The book
is aimed at undergraduates and graduates alike and was used for a course
he held on Fractal Geometry. The aim of the book is primarily to focus on
the deterministic aspects of fractal geometry, providing tools, methods and
theories needed for describing specific objects. In order to try to describe
the nature of the work it should also be mentioned one of the ways it stands
apart from for instance Mandelbrot’s [1977] work. Barnsley has 42 people
he wishes to thank for contributing to the work, where around 25 of them
have been of crucial importance for aiding with some specific mathematics or
reviewing the work done. This indicates high level of cooperation when com-
pared to Mandelbrot who lists ten. Names such as Arnaud Jaquin appear
on Barnsleys list, and it appears he was one of Barnsleys graduate students
at that time. He particularly thanks Alan Sloan, founder of Iterated Systems
Incorporated [Barnsley1988, pg xi] for support and encouragement, and this
might also have been one of the factors leading Barnsley to continue with
IFS image compression [Fisher(ed)1994, p.25].
3.2 Map of events
See next page.
3.3 Concluding remarks
“In the field of fractal image compression we have seen contributions from
pure mathematicians, applied mathematicians and engineers. As a carica-
ture of their different attitudes one might say that the pure mathematicians
only care about quality (and then merely in a limiting sense), the applied
mathematicians care about quality and compression, and the engineers care
about quality, compression and cost.” [Fisher(ed.)1998, p. 117]
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Figure 3.1: Map of article and book connections within the field of Fractal
Geometry and its application
Chapter 4
The Application
The Application denotes the application of image compression methodology.
In this chapter we will introduce to some of the current compression-formats,
and try to compare them to each other. We will conclude by reflecting on
image compression in a societal context.
4.1 Historical aspect
Since the very first digital image capturing device was invented sometime be-
fore 1975, there has been a need to store the images taken onto a computer.
And as the number of picture elements (pixels) that could be recorded digi-
tally grew, so did the size of the pictures and the need to store these images
compactly grew bigger.
Ideally a digital picture is taken by mapping the data received by the lens
through different algorithms to produce a set of digital data values. The
output is a set of data values known as raw data. Depending on which
algorithms the producers of the camera have chosen for the mapping, there
exist several types of raw formats [raw@Wiki]. These files can be quite
big, because they contain all the data that has been measured through the
lens, so quite soon there was a need to compress the files to save space. It
was then discovered that much of the data being registered in a lens, does
not influence the way we see the picture (the psychovisual perception) and
from that observation, two ways of compressing images were formed:
Lossless or Lossy compression.
Lossless compression is a technique that uses more advanced algorithms to
make data sets smaller than their original, meanwhile preserving the
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property that they are fully reversible and that no data is lost. Work-
ing similar to a Zip-process or a Defragmentation, lossless compression
makes a file smaller by rearranging the entries of the bit-strings. Three
methods for lossless compression exists: Run-length encoding, Entropy
coding and LZW(1984) algorithms [IC@Wiki]. B/W images just need
1-bit sets, while greyscale needs 8-bit (28=256 gradients), and colour
is usually in 24-bit (224=16 million colours) or up to 48-bit (248=281
million, million colours).
Lossy compression is a technique that uses the knowledge we have about
the human vision to filter out all the data which isnt recognizable
to the eyes. The methods can be divided into four categories: 1)
Reducing the colour space depending on the prevailing colours, 2)
Chroma subsampling enabling us to filter out some further colour data,
3) Transform coding where the image is transformed (for JPEG they
use discrete cosine transformations) into something that still have the
visual resemblance of the original, and the last method is 4) Fractal
compression where we use the ability that natural elements are self-
similar to some extent and that they therefore can be described by
fractal equations.
4.2 Basics on image compression
Figure 4.1: The basic schematic for image compression [Review@ACM]
The figure above illustrates what is most common for the lossy image for-
mats.
4.3 Compression formats
JPEG
The abbreviation JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Experts Group. It
was a format which quickly became quite popular due to the fact that it could
encode 24-bit colours. One of its disadvantages however, is that it produces
compression artifacts (i.e. it is a lossy compression) which becomes quite
apparent when scaling such picture. These artifacts can, to some level, be
controlled by adjusting the level of compression on the picture. A thing to
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note about JPEG compression is also that it is, as noted above, build on
discrete cosine transformations (DCT), this element makes JPEG particu-
larly efficient for encoding gradients of colours. And since colour gradients
mostly is a property of photographic images, the application field of JPEG-
compressed images also mainly applies to photographic pictures. The com-
pression rates achieved by JPEG can easily be 10:1 [JPEG@Wiki]. JPEG
is in a sense a symmetric format [Fisher(ed.)1998, p. 96], in that encoding
and decoding takes about the same number of operations. Fractal image
compression however suffers from long encoding phases, while decoding can
happen as a snap. To the JPEG-format there has been further development
and recently the JPEG2000 compression format has been published. Differ-
ent from the JPEG-format, it builds on wavelet functions which is a more
advanced form of mathematics that enables better compression rates (up to
20:1) and better affinity to gradients.
PNG
PNG stands for Portable Network Graphics. It started from 1995 [PNG@Fractalus]
it developing upon a lossless system similar to GIF, called LZ77. With it
it became possible to retain the transparency features (in improved form)
while gaining full colour depth as in JPEG. It does however, not support
GIF’s ability to make stop-motion animations. 3:1 compression ratios is the
custom with PNG.
GIF
The eldest of the common formats being GIF (Graphic Interchange For-
mat) which started in 1989 is based on LZW coding. Due to a patent which
lasted up to August 2006, it hasn’t gained as wide implementation as was
hoped [GIF@Gnu.org]. One of its disadvantage is that it only offers a limited
amount of colours, 256, which means it is not very useful for compressing
pictures of wide gradients. Another usage of GIF was that it could contain
several images in one file making it possible to make small animations. Com-
pression rates achieved with GIF is usually around 2:1 [GIF@Wiki].
DjVu(Photo)
This is a raster format (contra to a vector format, it uses finite pixels). The
have several versions of it programmed for different segments. The main
application of it is probably in Scanned images where it outperforms pdf
[DjVu@Wiki].
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4.3.1 Compression Artefacts
The following is a list of compression artefacts as quoted by [Motta@Brandeis]
Blocking , which happens when a gradual change in the intensity or color of
a region is coarsely quantized. This results in periodic discontinuities
in the image, which appears segmented into its constituent blocks.
Blurring , which appears in different forms such as at edges, due to the
loss of high-frequency components, or as blurring of the texture and
color due to the loss of resolution.
Ringing effect , which is observable as periodic pseudo-edges around orig-
inal shape edges for the compressed images. The ringing effect results
from improper truncation of high-frequency components, also known
as the Gibbs effect.
Texture deviation , which appears as granular noise or as the ”dirty win-
dow” effect, and it is caused by loss of fidelity in mid-frequence com-
ponents.
4.3.2 IFS for image compression
From the theory of IFS, and the links established by Barnsley, the methods
of how to use IFS for image compression grew rapidly and created new
subsections of its own. Fractal Image Compression is a broad term used to
denote the methods based on ”partitioned iterated function systems” (PIFS)
[Fisher(ed.)1998, p. 50]. In here an image is reproduced by transforming
a domain set onto its range until it reaches its fixed point (the attractor).
The transform T is a collection of different operations, one for each range.
Initially some sort of decimation is required to cut the domain into same
size as the range. Various isometric operations like rotation or reflection
can be applied, and then a final operation is the non-linear part where the
domain goes through an affine transformation. If we assume our images can
be represented as one-dimensional column vectors, then x denotes the full
image, xn denotes the range block, then
Tnx = anxn + tn (4.1)
where an is called the scaling and tn denotes the offset of sub-transform,
Tn.
This means that our image, is a nth-transformation of its range-blocks. What
is interesting now is to determine the fixed point of transformation, x0 =
Tx0, the situation where any further transformation of our image just creates
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the image itself. If this is the case of some T , then we have a fractal encoding,
and hopefully one that yields data compression as was the goal.
Fractal decoding is obtained by
x0 = lim
n→∞T
nxstart (4.2)
where Tnx denotes the nth iterated transformation of the image x, which
implicitly requires the transformation T to be ultimately contractive. An
iteration of 2 can be written as T 2x = T (Tx).
In producing the range blocks from the domain, two ways are possible:
subsampling or averaging as illustrated by the figure below.
Figure 4.2: This figure illustrates two ways of decimating a domain block.
a) is by subsampling; b) is by averaging on the domain.[Fisher(ed.)1998, p.
51]
Figure 4.3: This figure shows two points in the space K(R2) and their union.
[Barnsley1988, pg 30]
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Subsampling (or point-sampling) might, in general, be better at producing
ranges of higher complexity/detail than the method of averaging.
4.4 Comparing quality vs. compression for se-
lected formats
One of the ways to calculate the quality of a compression is by calculating
its PSNR-value, peak signal-to-noise ratio. This is a method of calculating
mean deviation of a compressed image to its original image. Typical values
for image compression are between 30 to 40dB [PSNR@Wiki]. It can be
calculated with the formula
PSNR = 20 log10
(
b
‖x− y‖2
)
where x and y are the two images and b is the maximal signalvalue (which
is 255 for greyscale) [Sørensen2002, pg 90]
We will not go into a detailed comparison of each of the separate formats,
but just mention some of the key things that have been pointed out in
literature:
JPEG is the prevailing digital image format at present. It is based on
lossy-endoding. Different qualities of compression are adjusted by
percentage. Suffers from ”block” and ”no colour” artefacts at high
compression rates (10%) [@DjVuzone].
DjVuPhoto is based on a wavelet compression technology known as IW44.
It has advantages over JPEG in that: it takes up about half the size
in kB of the same quality [@DjVuzone]; it retains quality even in high
compression ratios; very fast initial display and continuing refinements
due to progressive decoding method; low memory usage [@DjVuzone].
Although it might not be visible to the reader, what can be seen from these
two pictures is that gradients on the PNG image appear to be distinctly
separated as subsets of subsets. But with the JPEG picture gradients are
blurred and gives a more natural impression.
4.5 Societal aspects
In the vortex of modern world consumerism and due to the boom of many
countries trading environments, people are becoming more economically ac-
tive, and as prices on electrical goods decline, the sales go up. One of the
things that has really made an impact during the last couple of years is the
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of different compression formats of the Lenna
512x512 image [Fisher(ed)1994, p.313]
availability to digital photography. Camera’s of increasing resolution are
becoming available as secondary features of ordinary mobile phones. The
digital camera market itself, of compact, amateur and professional equip-
ment, has experienced huge boom, and thinking of how many pictures are
taken, the need for efficient digital image compression techniques is as vital
as ever.
In a societal context, the significance of efficient image compression is of
course mainly an issue of the users. Nowadays they might be taken pictures
of everything and nothing, accumulating 1000s of pictures from different
occasions and wanting to store and organize it all on their home computer.
Depending on the amount of pictures, and not least their compression, it
can put considerable stress on their computer when trying to organize it
all in Picasa or similar managers. This then makes the need for even more
powerful computers or bigger hard drives to irritation of the users.
The two main formats being used in digital photography is JPEG (for or-
dinary consumers) and different distributions of RAW (for prosumers and
professional). As discussed earlier, JPEG have a good affinity for naturally
occurring gradients and can therefore satisfy the needs of most people. Its
drawback is its compression artifacts which become significant upon scaling
(of course when discussing digital photography, two other major influences
on the quality of the resulting image is the lens of the camera and its pro-
cessing sensor-unit).
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(a) png image (b) jpeg image
Figure 4.5: To the left, PNG compressed image (4,3kB), to the right a JPEG
(2,5kB). Due to problems adding GIF pictures to the document that comparison is
not possible. [Formats@UniSC]
Figure 4.6: A table of different multimedia formats and their uncompressed
sizes [Review@ACM]
Chapter 5
Summing up
5.1 Discussion
At present state the theory from fractal geometry does not yield much ap-
plication effect in the purpose of digital image compression. But of course,
if further developed, it might prove highly applicable. One of the major
drawbacks is that encoding is very time-demanding, Barnsley said it 1988
that it was 100h of graduate students labour to encode single images to their
corresponding IFS. However, one of the things that might be anticipated is
that if the amount of succesfull encodings rises, the popularity of the format
also rises given that a picture taken matches a picture which has already
been calculated.
What is also worth considering is that in the field of digital imaging, new
technologies are continuously beeing tested for use. On of these which I find
quite interesting is a procedure that moves away from image compression,
and instead focuses on sensor compression. It is a new concept. Instead
of storing pictures on millions of pixels on a camera and then throwing 80-
90% away in JPEG compression, a group of researchers at[DSP@Rice] are
working to produce a 1-pixel sensor able to store Hi-Res images as well, by
just storing the information needed. The idea in this, is to have a range of
micro-mirrors on top of the 1-pixel sensor sensing non-linearly of the object
photographed and then using algorithms on the computers to reconstruct
the image. This technique presents a new way of thinking: instead of image
compression it is a way of sensor compression, and is on a par with the devel-
opment of audio compression leading from 8 bit to 1 bit with oversampling
[@Dobbs].
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5.2 Conclusion
How it came to be that the theory of fractal geometry, elusive as it is, came to
be used as an application for image compression, is a result of many peoples
work and continuing engagement. Mandelbrot had, through his life and
work, read through old mathematic papers of ”magical” character. Put aside
by his contemporary mathematicians he decided to continue the work on it,
try to understand it. He created Fractal Geometry as an attempt to provide
such explanations. Then came Hutchinson and added the understanding
of self-similar sets - making the basis for iterated function systems. This
was a widely popular discovery ( 650 citations), and among others, inspired
Barnsley to turn the theory into practice - if sets can exhibit self-similarity,
then how can we find the IFS that gives a certain physical structure?
From here on the work has been further implemented and sought application.
But along the road in time is still the nagging question which Mandelbrot
himself uttered in his first book, the definition of fractals sets is arbitrary
“and one should not be surprised if the boundary between fractals and the
nonfractal ”standard” sets comes eventually to be moved elsewhere.” [Man-
delbrot1977, pg 294]
5.3 Perspectives
Now we have tried answering the question of how it came to be that fractals
could be used for image compression, another interesting aspect might be
to answer ’Why?’ — one very basic conclusion that can be drawn is that
in general, what links a theory with a given application - are people. More
specifically it is people who, by working intensively on a given subject, au-
tomatically start getting ideas as to how and for what this given thing that
he knows, might be applied. But very often so, you could also say that it
doesnt even have to be the originator of a theory, who will establish the link.
It could be a co-worker, or even just some random person stumbling upon
it. Once a link is established it opens for new possibilities, and basically,
that is one of the things that keep our world evolving.
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